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Patent Law Made Practical—
The Most Current, Quick-Reference

Guide to Patentability Available

Includes full analysis of the implications of the 
Supreme Court decision in Mayo Collaborative 

Services v. Prometheus Laboratories, Inc.

Mueller on Patent Law: Patentability & Validity provides 
practical expert guidance on the depth and complexity of patent 

law—and focuses on the topical issues that matter. 

This all-new, patentability resource gives 
you everything you need to:

� Advise clients as to what is patentable under
recent statutory and case law developments

� Effectively prepare and file your patent
applications – and avoid patent filing pitfalls

� Protect your company’s patents and keep
current on disclosure requirements

�Access the vital case law every patent
lawyer needs to effectively prosecute patents

� Reference expert analysis that is targeted
and relevant to today’s patent issues

Provides thorough analysis of patent law in 
light of developments under the America Invents 

Act and the current Supreme Court session

30-Day RISK-FREE Trial! Details Inside...

The all-new Mueller on Patent Law:
Patentability & Validity stands out as 
the clear and concise, cornerstone patent
law research tool that takes you directly 
to the heart of patentability and patent
prosecution, providing highly focused,
practical analysis.

It is organized and formatted to identify
what is truly important about each issue.
The author transforms often abstract and
difficult statutes, laws and regulations 
into easily understandable concepts, using 
specific cases and examples to illustrate
essential points.

The Federal Circuit in Lundak held that it was ‘‘not material whether

this request is filled directly by the applicant, or on the instructions of the

applicant by a third person to whom the applicant has entrusted the spec-

imen.’’44 In sum, the disclosure requirements of §112, {1 do ‘‘not require

the transfer of a sample of the invention to an independent depository prior

to the filing date of the patent application.’’45 Lundak’s initial deposit with

university colleagues and later deposit with the ATCC satisfied the

requirements of USPTO access to a sample of Lundak’s cell line

throughout his application’s pendency.46

[3] Timing for Enablement Versus Novelty/Nonobviousness

Prior to the America Invents Act of 2011, the date at which

compliance with §112, {1 was evaluated differed from the date on

which the novelty and nonobviousness of a claimed invention were

evaluated. Because the United States was historically a first-to-invent

patent system, the novelty and nonobviousness of an invention were

traditionally evaluated as of its ‘‘invention date.’’47 Although the

USPTO initially took an applicant’s filing date as the presumptive

invention date under a theory of constructive reduction to practice,48

44 Lundak, 773 F.2d at 1222.
45 Lundak, 773 F.2d at 1222.
46 A second important requirement for deposits of biological materials is that the public

be able to access the material after grant of the patent. Lundak’s ATCC deposit, properly

identified in his specification, met this requirement. More particularly, a biological deposit

must be stored under an agreement with a depository which ensures that the material will be

‘‘available beyond the enforceable life of the patent for which the deposit was made.’’ 37

C.F.R. §1.806 (2010) (‘‘Term of Deposit’’). For further reading, see 1 IVER B. COOPER,

BIOTECHNOLOGY AND THE LAW §5:53 (2010) (discussing scientific, financial, and historical

issues pertaining to maintenance of viable specimens).
47 See 35 U.S.C. §102(a), (e), (g) (2006); 35 U.S.C. §103 (2006). In this sense, ‘‘nov-

elty’’ is distinct from ‘‘loss of right’’ under 35 U.S.C. §102(b), which evaluates the status of

an invention’s introduction into the public domain as of a date that is one year before the

application filing date.
48 A ‘‘constructive reduction to practice’’ occurs when an inventor files a patent appli-

cation that discloses his invention in compliance with 35 U.S.C. §112, {1. The inventor

need not have built a prototype or constructed any samples of his invention in order to

constructively reduce it to practice, so long as he can provide a sufficient disclosure of the

invention in his patent application. In contrast, an ‘‘actual reduction to practice’’ involves

constructing a physical embodiment of the invention that works for its intended purpose.

See infra §7.11[B][2] (‘‘Reduction to Practice’’).
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[ii] Mayo v. Prometheus (U.S. 2012)

In a unanimous decision with potentially vast ramifications for pat-

ent-ineligibility, the Supreme Court in March 2012 roundly rejected the

Federal Circuit’s reasoning in Prometheus and reversed the appellate

court’s judgment.150 In the Supreme Court’s view, Prometheus’s claims

did not recite patentable subject matter under 35 U.S.C. §101 because they

expressed unpatentable ‘‘laws of nature’’ accompanied merely by ‘‘addi-

tional steps consist[ing] of well-understood, routine, conventional activity

already engaged in by the scientific community.’’151 The additional steps

‘‘add[ed] nothing significant beyond the sum of their parts taken sepa-

rately’’ and were ‘‘not sufficient to transform unpatentable natural corre-

lations into patentable applications of those regularities.’’152

The Court inMayo initially observed that §101 contains ‘‘an impor-

tant implicit exception’’ providing that ‘‘‘[l]aws of nature, natural phe-

nomena, and abstract ideas’ are not patentable.’’153 In the case at bar, the

first of these categories—‘‘laws of nature’’—encompassed Prometheus’s

newly discovered ‘‘precise correlations’’ between metabolite levels in a

patient’s blood154 and the ‘‘likelihood that a particular dosage of a thio-

purine drug could cause harm or prove ineffective.’’155 The correlations

(recited in the ‘‘wherein’’ clauses of representative claim 1 quoted

above156) were ‘‘relationships’’ which, although triggered by human

action in the administration of a thiopurine drug, nevertheless ‘‘exist[ed]

in principle apart from any human action.’’157 The correlation or relation

150Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus Labs., Inc., 132 S. Ct. 1289 (2012).
151Mayo, 132 S. Ct. at 1298.
152Mayo, 132 S. Ct. at 1298.
153Mayo, 132 S. Ct. at 1293 (quoting Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 185 (1981)).
154Mayo, 132 S. Ct. at 1295.
155Mayo, 132 S. Ct. at 1296.
156 See supra §3.02[E][2][i] (‘‘Prometheus v. Mayo (Fed. Cir. 2012)’’) (quoting

representative claim 1 of Prometheus’s U.S. Patent No. 6,355,623). The ‘‘wherein’’ clauses

of claim 1 recite as follows:

wherein the level of 6-thioguanine less than about 230 pmol per 8x108 red
blood cells indicates a need to increase the amount of said drug subsequently
administered to said subject and

wherein the level of 6-thioguanine greater than about 400 pmol per 8x108 red
blood cells indicates a need to decrease the amount of said drug subsequently
administered to said subject.

157Mayo, 132 S. Ct. at 1297.

PATENT-ELIGIBLE SUBJECT MATTER §3.02[E]
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§5.01 2011 LEGISLATIVE SCALE-BACK OF THE BEST
MODE REQUIREMENT

The best mode requirement of 35 U.S.C. §112, {1, obliges an inven-
tor to disclose the best way known to her on her patent application filing

date of ‘‘carrying out [the] invention.’’1 The requirement goes beyond the

objective standard of enablement2 to mandate disclosure of what the

inventor believes to be the best mode, not just a mode, of practicing her

invention. Because the best mode is, in part, a subjective inquiry with the

potential for significant litigation expenditures to discern what was in the

inventor’s mind at a particular (sometimes long-past) date, some policy-

makers objected to the continued presence of a best mode disclosure

requirement in U.S. patent law.

In response to these concerns, patent reform legislation enacted in the

fall of 2011 significantly cabined the scope of the best mode disclosure

requirement.3 The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act of 2011 (AIA) pro-

hibits asserting best mode non-compliance as grounds for challenging an

issued patent’s validity or enforceability in either federal court litigation or

as part of a post-grant opposition proceeding in the U.S. Patent and Trade-

mark Office (USPTO).4 This important change took effect on the AIA’s

1 35 U.S.C.A §112(a) (effective Sept. 16, 2012) (providing that, in addition to an

enabling disclosure and a written description of the invention, the specification ‘‘shall set

forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor or joint inventor of carrying out the

invention.’’).

Before enactment of the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, the individual subpara-

graphs of 35 U.S.C. §112 were not designated by letter. What is designated as §112(a) after

September 15, 2011, was commonly referred to as ‘‘§112, {1’’ or ‘‘§112, first paragraph’’
before that date. See 35 U.S.C. §112 (2006).

2 See generally supra Chapter 4 (‘‘The Enablement Requirement’’).
3 See Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29 (H.R. 1249), §15, 125 Stat.

284, 328 (2011); 35 U.S.C.A. §282(b)(3)(A) (effective Sept. 16, 2011).
4 See Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29 (H.R. 1249), §15, 125 Stat.

284, 328 (2011). The legislation provides that Section 282 of title 35, United States Code

(2006), is amended in the second undesignated paragraph by striking paragraph (3) and

inserting the following:

‘‘(3) Invalidity of the patent or any claim in suit for failure to comply with—

‘‘(A) any requirement of section 112, except that the failure to disclose
the best mode shall not be a basis on which any claim of a patent may be
canceled or held invalid or otherwise unenforceable; or

‘‘(B) any requirement of section 251.’’

BEST MODE REQUIREMENT §5.01
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Clear, concise explanations of patent
law concepts, such as effective 
compliance date with enablement
requirement

Allows quick reference to the most
important case law by topic

Timely analysis in light of passage 
of recent patent legislation

The All-New Patentability Resource That
Significantly Minimizes Your Research Time

Only Mueller on Patent Law: Patentability 
& Validity does all of this—and more:

Find Current Answers to the 
Patentability Questions Your Clients 

Are Most Likely to Ask

         • MAIL this postage-paid RISK-FREE Trial Certificate
         • CALL Toll-Free 1-800-638-8437 (Refer to Priority Code NF60)
         • ONLINE store.wolterskluwerlb.com (Enter Priority Code NF60)
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� Provides detailed, expert analysis 
with a constant focus on practical 
applications

� Streamlines research—zeroing in 
on the most important cases and
statutes in each area

� Delivers timely analysis of develop-
ments under the new First-Inventor-
to-File system

�Takes a highly complex area of 
the law—and makes it readily 
accessible

See for yourself the impact Mueller
on Patent Law: Patentability &
Validity will make on your patent
law research—order your 30-Day
RISK-FREE copy today!

TRY IT RISK-FREE 
FOR 30 DAYS—YOUR 

SATISFACTION IS 
GUARANTEED!

For Fastest Service—
Call 1-800-638-8437 Today!
(Refer to Priority Code NF60) 

or Visit our website at
store.wolterskluwerlb.com 
(Enter Priority Code NF60)
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Work More Efficiently—and Provide
Clients with Fast, Accurate Answers to 

All their Patentability Questions
The ideal resource for anyone involved 
in patent prosecution, Mueller on Patent
Law: Patentability & Validity provides
you with rapid, reliable, up-to-date
answers—in far less time.
This brand-new, concise resource covers
key patentability issues with an unwavering

FREE—See for Yourself the
Clear, Concise and Current
Coverage You’ll Find in
Mueller on Patent Law:
Patentability & Validity
Instantly Access a Sample
Excerpt from Chapter 7A—
Novelty and Priority Post-
America Invents Act of 2011

GETTING STARTED:
� Download Microsoft’s Tag Reader on 
your web-enabled smartphone at 
www.gettag.mobi

� Once the free app is up and running, aim
your smartphone’s camera at the box above

� Snap it to reveal Chapter 7A directly 
from Mueller on Patent Law: Patentability 
& Validity 

focus on the practical application of the
law, including:
� Recent developments in patentability,
validity and patent prosecution
�The latest analysis on the requirement
that a patentable invention be 
non-obvious under 35 U.S.C. §103.
�A closer look at the disclosure 
requirements of 35 U.S.C. §112, ¶1 
for obtaining a patent—including the 
Federal Circuit’s controversial evolution 
of the written description requirement 
and the AIA’s partial abrogation of the 
best mode requirement.
� New case law developments from the
current Supreme Court term, including
analysis of the decisions in Mayo v.
Prometheus Labs and Hyatt v. Kappos
Throughout, you are guided directly 
to relevant case law—not every patent 
case on record—saving you time and
streamlining your patent prosecution.

100% SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED!
Try Mueller on Patent Law:
Patentability & Validity Risk-Free
for 30 days. Your satisfaction is
100% guaranteed. If for any reason
you are not completely satisfied,
simply return it to us with the
invoice marked “cancel.” There will
be no questions asked. If you have
pre-paid, you can either receive an
account credit or a refund.

Also Available on 
the IntelliConnect 

Platform!

Call 1-800-638-8437 
to order today! (Refer to 

Priority Code NF60)
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Mueller on Patent Law: Patentability & Validity is 
completely up-to-date, but to make sure you remain 
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